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       Zoom Out! Cryptosatva’s Crypto Crash Course At the time of this writing it is the 6th of August 2021. A Friday. Bitcoin is at $42,611 on a nice upswing. I have just spent the summer with 95% of my crypto bag locked up in wallets while I have been furiously losing money at the bottom of the second longest retracement to hit crypto ? ever? since its inception. Fortunately for me the stuff I lost was earnings from various staking experiments and DEFI adventures that I had done so I could learn the space... Free money. More on that stuff later. Crypto is not something easily taught. A parallel idea is like tying a rope into a complex knot in the dark in the rain in a pitching sailboat after getting hit in the head during a storm by your boom. You absolutely cannot read about that knot in a book a dozen times and then do it properly in this situation. You have to have tied that knot thousands of times in bad situaitons to do it correctly in that situation. Everything I learned in crypto I learned by failure and success as opposed to study and educational pursuits. In fact I think study, beyond the very basics is pointless in this sphere. T here are some people who will find that I am wrong but they are a vanishingly- small number and definitely not the vast majority of crypto-noobs. I encourage you to learn the exact same way that I did but I hope to give you some insight and direction so you are not lost at sea getting smacked in the head by your mainsail boom while you are trying to tie a knot in the dark. That is pretty much how I learned and it sucked. I think I can teach people to take good positions in a short time period with simple rules and a zoomed out view of the space. If you are even reading these words you have before you the very first steps in this journey. You probably feel fear because there was no comfortable website for you to go to. There is no familiar interface coddling you into a comfortable space. There is no gentle reassurance that you would be juuuust fine. I refuse to set up a website for your convenience for a reason... I refuse to accept your credit card or any other non-crypto payment form for a reason... You must learn by struggle, and fear and pain and uncertainity. It doesnt need to break you financially nor should you be financially exploited by someone more knowlegable than you though. If you persevere, what you will find at the end of your journey will be a greater understanding of blockchain and a far more enlightening experience. Most importantly you will learn to make your own decisions and manage your own finances yourself with simple tools and broad ideas in most market situations and you should have the ability to judge large scale events with a somewhat cool head. You may not achieve Crypto-Nirvana but you just might find that you gain far more than the empty and meaningless monetary number- goes-up, when-lambo experience that you think you are here for. If you follow these instructions you should be able to do the following: Create a private wallet Onramp fiat to an exchange Exhange it into a crypto you want to spend Transfer it to your own private custody Spend it for a desired service **If you are already up to speed on the above then email cryptosatva@pm.me for a receive address for an intro subscription at $10 USD value of any crypto. What you get: This document will take you up to the point where you can purchase a subscription to Cryptosatva’s Slack Channel using cryptocurrency as the native currency of your transaction. If you choose to purchase a subscription then you will receive access to our Zoom Out trading guide, example portfolio, Slack channel where we post important information about cryptos, finance and the world, and all the answered-questions you (and I) can handle for $10/ for the first month. If you like it you can continue at $100/month. Your cost? This will vary based on exchange fees onramp minimums and transfer fees. Many cryptos have rather high transfer fees for small quantities because they use a flat fee to transfer any ammount so it is not dirt cheap to use it for tiny payments. There are ways to do tiny payments much cheaper but this document leans towards ease and simplicity as opposed to price efficiency. Some onramp providers (purchasing crypto with your credit card) have minumum purchase quantities around $200 USD. If you are not looking at around $500 to start out growing your knowlege then you may be financially too small for this space. What is Zoom Out? It is the most basic course on the big picture of how cryptos work, how to stay relatively safe using them and why they move the way they do over time. It is not trading or investment advice but instead is an overview that will let just about anyone grasp the fundamentals and build their own extremely simple and managable crypto portfolio without getting mired down in much of the complexities of the crypto space. Zoom Out is an extremely hands-off portfolio that requires nearly no trading, has very low tax complexity in most cases and requires only a basic understanding of the broad strokes of crypto. It is a very long term program that will serve the 5-10 year investor best but also is an excellent base holding plan to branch out into more interesting and complex parts of Crypto Currencies that operate on much shorter timeframes. Though nothing is guaranteed to profit, Zoom Out is one of the safest ways to enter the crypto space into the correct asset in the correct (macro) timescale relative to the largest movements that are common in the primary currency, Bitcoin and its counter-cyclical position in fiat stablecoins. It is probably the slowest moving and simplest/easiest system that historically will net a decent return for the user. It is based on hard won fundamentals and 10+ years of BTC historical moves. Once set up it literally only requires a few hours per year of management and could potentially be completely unmanaged for decades with no real detrimental effects. Again, nothing is guaranteed in a frontier like Crypto but Zoom Out will give you the big picture so you can make long term positions that have a high chance of performing. Create a private wallet https://www.exodus.com/ Download the Exodus wallet and follow the directions. Secure your 12 words then continue below. Onramp fiat to an exchange: Shameless Affiliate Link https://www.coinex.com/register?refer_code=79ugp There are many different ways to purchase cryptocurrencies with your native national fiat currency. Coinex exchange is one way. Coinbase, Kraken, etc are another way. Many of them have minimum purchases of around $200. They all have fees and other identification requirements depending on your country. Coinex has the advantage of being a good exchange with onramp functionality and a simple interface. Use the onramp of your choice and purchase USDT (Tether) crypto currency on the ERC20 (Ethereum Blockchain). There are much cheaper and even free options for larger quantities like TrustToken’s TUSD which requires KYC and a wire transfer. TUSD will be a bit intimidating for new users though it is a free option. Exhange it into a crypto you want to spend: We accept any crypto in the value of $10/intro, $100/monthly, 1000/yearly for our service but due to market fluctuations it is much easier to purchase a stablecoin to lock in your price. When you purchase crypto above please purchase USDT (Tether) on the Ethereum (ERC20) blockchain or exchange into the same for your transaction. Transfer it to your own private custody Within your chosen exchange look for a ‘Withdraw’ function. This will not be a return of your funds to your bank account or credit card, it will be a way for you to send your cryptocurrency to your own privately held Exodus wallet. This will be your first blockchain transfer if you are new to this space. To properly withdraw your funds from your chosen exchange to your own private custody wallet (Exodus) you will need to do the following: Identify your RECEIVE address in your Exodus wallet. It will be a string of numbers and letters. Copy it and paste it into the withdrawl address box of your exchange. If your exchange uses multiple chains handle USDT then make sure you have ERC20 selected. As that is what Exodus uses. Note the transfer fees to transfer your tokens. If they are obscenely high then email us below for other (more complex but cheaper) transfer options that may be available. Much of this is an exercise so you can learn how these systems work in a hands-on fashion as simply as possible. If you are looking at $10+ withdrawl fees shoot me an email and we can arrange something else. Spend it for a desired service You should see your crypto in your Exodus wallet after a bit of waiting. When this happens you are ready to decide to go off on your own or purchase a month (or year) of our service. Email us for our receive address when you are ready to send. In Exodus navigate to where your USDT wallet is and select SEND. Input our address into the field and send either $10 for your intro or $100 for each month thereafter. When the receive processes we will reply by email with a link to join our Slack workspace where you can interact with us, access our newsletters and ask questions and learn. Still unsure? Email us for limited access to our slack channel where you can ask questions and get direct help with the above steps. We have a free room where you can ask questions and learn about what we offer. Cryptosatva@pm.me *A $10 Intro or $100 Monthly OR $1000 Yearly subscription can be purchased. I t includes access to the Slack Channel where you can interact with other subscribers, Zoom Out, Cryptosatva’s Weekly Newsletter, Advanced Model Portfolio, Jobs, Geopolitical, Security, Research and more. Cryptosatva is a collaborative space where we work together to exchange knowledge and experiences so we can all make better personal decisions with our own finances. It is not a call/signals room. We will teach you to fish as opposed to giving you fish. Nothing here is financial advice and NONE of it is tailored to your own personal situation. It is your responsibility to manage your own finances and to apply this situaiton to your own personal financial situation. Cryptocurrencies are the riskiest financial space on earth. They have a degree of predictability but even the best of them have been known to fall 90% in value and stay that way for years before recovery. Most western nations are in a completely unknown tax and regulatory situation in regards to cryptos. It is imperative that you research your own personal tax situation for your nation. We can point you to information but cannot be a tax advisor. There is a very broad range of potential tax liability and it is ever changing. Exchanges and blockchains charge fees and have purchase limits that I cannot control. I can direct you to less expensive options that I know of or explain various results of actions you take. Expect to invest $500 to get started and to have about $30 in fees to exchanges, onramp providers and blockchain transfers in addition to our charges. The remaining will be your investment funds. -You will not change Bitcoin, Bitcoin will change you. -Unknown 
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